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Rivers impact: 
 Geology 
 Ecology 
 Humans 
 The atmosphere 
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A river’s form reflects the conditions and processes present 
in its watershed 

Useful knowledge: 
• Discharge 
• Flood hazards 
• Transport capacity 
• Groundwater processes 
• Human impact 
• Water quality 
• Gaseous emissions 

River Geomorphology 

Remote sensing gives us: 
• Elevation 

• Slope 
• Planform morphology 

• Length 
• Width 
• Surface area 
• Braiding 
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Remote sensing of terrain 

Photogrammetry 

Light detection and 
ranging (LiDAR)   

Topographic data 

Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR) 

 ncdot.gov 
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Digital elevation models (DEMs) 

http://www.bowdoin.edu/~ltoma/research.html 

DEM 

http://proceedings.esri.com/library/userconf
/proc97/proc97/to200/pap198/p198.htm 

Flow direction Flow accumulation 

Mitasova, H. 2003-2006, Panama Watershed Analysis,  
http://skagit.meas.ncsu.edu/~helena/measwork/panama/panama.html 

Threshold flow accumulation  rivers!   
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Problems: 
1. Errors in DEM 
2. Threshold flow accumulation 
3. Incomplete global coverage  
4. Planform morphology 

No high quality DEMs above 60° N Gives us: 
1. Location  Length 
2. Elevation  Slope 
3. Upstream basin area 



http://www4.ncsu.edu/~hmitaso/gmslab/irwin/irwin1.html 

Width = ac × Basin Area kb 

Width = a × Discharge b Discharge = c  × Basin Area k 
http://www.dgs.udel.edu/delaware-geology/stream-gages-usgs 

Stream gauge DEM 

Conventional river width datasets are based on a 
series of necessary assumptions 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
The vast majority of width datasets used today are constructed by developing width-discharge relationships at stream gauges and then extrapolating these relationships along DEM flow lines.



Conventional DEM width datasets are inadequate  
Andreadis et al. (2013) Water Resources Research 

“Hydraulic and hydrologic modeling has been moving to larger spatial scales with 
increased spatial resolution, and such models require a global database of river 
widths and depths to facilitate accurate river flow routing.” 

 
Raymond et al. (2013) Nature 

“Unfortunately the data sets we currently use to model global stream and river 
hydraulics (width and velocity) are biased to temperate systems that generally 
have modest rainfall.”  

 
Wehrli (2013) Nature 

“…[T]he heavy modifications that have been made to surface water systems… 
result in an artificial river morphology that cannot be predicted by 
geographical scaling laws.”  

 
Pavelsky et al. (2014) Journal of Hydrology 

“No globally consistent and continuous map of river widths exists for rivers as 
narrow as 50–100 m… to provide a preliminary estimate for the extent of rivers 
wider than a 50 m or 100 m threshold. 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
But, assumptions involved with developing DEM-based width datasets are a major source of error in models and if we look at the recent literature, there are a lot of cases where people want a high-resolution, global, and most crucially, realistic, river width dataset, but such a dataset does not currently exist.



DEM 

10 km 

Landsat Advantages: 
 
1) Directly observable: 

Inundation extent 
- Centerline  
- Width 
- Braiding 

 
2) Global coverage 

 
3) 30 m resolution 

 
4) Multitemporal 

Is there an alternative method? 
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Presentation Notes
Which brings us to the question: is there an alternative method to remotely measure fluvial geomorphology other than from DEMs? Well, yes. <click>River inundation extent can be directly observed from passive optical satellite imagery like Landsat shown here. And from inundation extent, river centerline, width, and braiding can be calculated. In particular Landsat is an advantageous product because, it has global coverage, it is at a relatively high resolution of 30 m, and it is multitemporal with a long archive, which can be useful in many applications as Colin just demonstrated. So using Landsat imagery, we built a dataset that contains river width measurements at mean discharge for all of North America and I’m going to very briefly take you through how we put this dataset together. 



1. Determine optimal time of 
year to measure rivers 

Dataset development 
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1. Determine optimal time of 
year to measure rivers 

2. Acquire >8,000 Landsat 
scenes 

3. Remove clouds 
4. Delineate water with  

MNDWI (Xu, 2006) 

20 km 

Dataset development 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
We wanted to measure river width at average discharge so we used stream gauge data to determine the optimal time of year to quantify river morphology.We then acquired Landsat imagery that covers North America and Greenland.Where necessary, we removed clouds by combining multiple scenes together. We then applied the modified normalized  difference water index (MNDWI) to create a high contrast between water and the rest of the landscape.



Dataset development 

100 km 

1. Determine optimal time of 
year to measure rivers 

2. Acquire >8,000 Landsat 
scenes 

3. Remove clouds 
4. Delineate water with  

MNDWI (Xu, 2006) 
5. Mosaic scenes 
6. Mask and subset 
7. Touchup & ID rivers 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
We mosaicked and subset the tiles,classified water into a binary water mask,And then touched up errors in the water river mask by hand.



Modified from Miller et al., 2014 

5 km 

Dataset development 
1. Determine optimal time of 

year to measure rivers 
2. Acquire >8,000 Landsat 

scenes 
3. Remove clouds 
4. Delineate water with  

MNDWI (Xu, 2006) 
5. Mosaic scenes 
6. Mask and subset 
7. Touchup & ID rivers 
8. RivWidth 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Finally, we ran RivWidth software on the river masks, which calculates a river centerline and measures river width and the braiding index at every centerline pixel. 



Global River Widths from Landsat (GRWL) 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
At a spatial resolution of 30 m, the Global River Width from Landsat database, hereinafter referred to as GRWL contains over 25 million measurements of rivers at mean discharge. Reservoirs are labeled and the GRWL includes rivers above of 60° Latitudes where very little information about rivers exist of any kind.We are getting pretty close to finishing measuring widths from the rest of the world. 



Global River Widths from Landsat (GRWL) 

• 58 million measurements of rivers 
• 30 meter resolution 
• River width at mean flow 
• Improved location accuracy 
• Includes braiding index 
• Includes rivers above 60° N (20%)  
• Freely available upon publication 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
And here is the dataset as it stands now. We are done with three continents, and we are almost finished with the rest of the world.At a spatial resolution of 30 m, the Global River Width from Landsat database, hereinafter referred to as GRWL contains over 25 million measurements of rivers at mean discharge. Reservoirs are labelled and the GRWL includes rivers above of 60° Latitudes where very little information about rivers exist of any kind. We are getting pretty close to finishing measuring widths from the rest of the world. 
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North America River Width dataset is freely 
available (search NARWidth) 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
And here is the dataset as it stands now. We are done with three continents, and we are almost finished with the rest of the world.At a spatial resolution of 30 m, the Global River Width from Landsat database, hereinafter referred to as GRWL contains over 25 million measurements of rivers at mean discharge. Reservoirs are labelled and the GRWL includes rivers above of 60° Latitudes where very little information about rivers exist of any kind. We are getting pretty close to finishing measuring widths from the rest of the world. 



DEM Widths > 100 m GRWL Widths > 100 m 

Pavelsky et al. (2014) 

GRWL vs. conventional DEM width data sets 



Science question:  
How much greenhouse gas do rivers emit?  

According to Raymond 
et al., 2013  Nature: 
1.8 Pg C/yr  

Rate of carbon emissions per area 

River surface area CO2 partial pressure Stream gas 
transfer velocity 
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Surface Area = ∑ Length*Width 

River surface area 

How do Raymond et al.  
estimate river surface area? 

1. DEM-derived data 
2. Stream gauge data 
3. Climatic data 
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Presentation Notes
104,000  km2 size of Kentucky



Surface area of rivers (& streams) 

CO2 
CH4 
N2O 

 
GRWL Surface Area = ∑ Length × Width  

 
…but what about narrow streams? 

Photo: Andrew Cooper 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
So what can kinds of things can be done with this new data?Well, one key application of river width datasets is estimating the surface area of rivers and streams. Rivers naturally emit a significant amount of greenhouse gasses to the atmosphere and river surface area is a key parameter in estimating gaseous efflux – the more surface area, the more medium of exchange between rivers and the atmosphere. By summing the product of width and length at each measurement in GRWL. But what about narrow streams that we did not measure? These narrow headwater streams have been shown to be very important in calculating gaseous emissions. 



Surface area estimate for North America 
Extrapolated width-area 
relationship from wide to 
narrow rivers and streams  
 

Total surface area of North 
American rivers and streams: 

 
124,000         km2  

1.6±1.1 m (Downing et al., 2012) 

+39,000 
-15,000 

              % of land surface 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Take an example of North AmericaTaking a histogram of our surface area data and binning them by the width at that surface area,We find that the distribution between river surface area in relation to river width is described by a power law for wide rivers. <click>Using this relationship, we extrapolated surface area from wide rivers to narrower rivers and streams. So, what kind of evidence do we have to make this rather bold extrapolation?Many studies have directly shown that a wide variety of power law scaling relationships hold down to the smallest, first order streams including stream width and length. 



• Estimated SA: 97,000 km2 

• % land cover: 0.32% 
• Estimated SA: 160,000 km2 

• % land cover: 0.88% 
• Estimated SA: 124,000 km2 

• % land cover: 0.55% 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
As the data has become available, we have done this same analysis on Africa and South America. We estimate that the surface of Africa is only 0.32% made up of rivers while the surface area of S America is a whopping 0.88



Current surface area estimates: 
Raymond et al. (2013) - Nature 

GRWL (Raymond et al., 2013 - Nature) 
 
Africa 
• SA = 104.2 W-1.1 

• SAtot = 96,787 km2 (83,056 km2) 
• Land Cover = 0.32% (0.28%) 

 
North America 
• SA = 104.7 W-1.13 

• SAtot = 123,940 km2 (103,655 km2) 
• Land Cover = 0.55% (0.46%) 

 
South America 
• SA = 104.5 W-0.97 

• SAtot = 160,119 km2 (130,125 km2) 
• Land Cover = 0.88% (0.73%) 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
How does our results compare to other estimates of surface area?The only other study that quantifies the continental river surface area is Raymond et al, published in December 2013 in Nature.They used a conventional river width dataset



Why the difference? 

• Stream gauges are located at narrow, single channel sites, 
often near bridges or other fixed structures 

Photo: Gurbir Singh Brar http://www.dgs.udel.edu/delaware-geology/stream-gages-usgs 
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Presentation Notes
What could explain these differences?The placement of stream gauges used to develop Width-Discharge relationships for DEM derived datasets is biased in that they are often located at narrow, single channel sites. A stream gauge is more likely to be down here by this bridge than upstream of victoria falls where the river is very wide. Due to the non linear distribution of width, this results in an underestimate of wide rivers in the DEM dataset. NARWidth avoids this problem by measuring widths in the narrow and the wide portions of rivers. So what are the implications for these differences between NARWidth and DEM width datasets? 



 Photo: Unknown author http://im9.eu/album/ 

Consequence: Gaseous efflux estimates should 
likely be revised upwards for rivers and streams 
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Future work: Quantifying the distribution 
of surface area in small watersheds 
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In situ vs remote sensing data sets: 



Hill Forest, Durham County 

Future work: Quantifying the distribution 
of surface area in small watersheds 
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And I am planning on doing some fieldwork this summer to quantify the distribution of surface area in small stream watersheds in CA, KS, and NC. Maybe AK 



The distribution of widths in small 
watersheds follows a log-normal spectrum 
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The most common size stream is in the 
narrow range of 23-39 cm 
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• Estimated SA: 97,000 km2 

• % land cover: 0.32% 
• Estimated SA: 160,000 km2 

• % land cover: 0.88% 
• Estimated SA: 124,000 km2 

• % land cover: 0.55% 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
As the data has become available, we have done this same analysis on Africa and South America. We estimate that the surface of Africa is only 0.32% made up of rivers while the surface area of S America is a whopping 0.88
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Google Earth Engine 
• GIS and remote sensing analysis platform 

– Remote sensing data storage 
– Cloud computing 
 

• User interface 
– https://earthengine.google.org/#workspace 

• Time-lapse videos 
– https://earthengine.google.org/#intro/Amazon 

• Trusted tester sign up  
– https://docs.google.com/forms/d/17-LSoJQcBUGIwfplrBFLv0ULYhOahHJs2MwRF2XkrcM/viewform 

• Google Earth Engine API 
– https://ee-api.appspot.com/ 
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NARWidth was validated 
with 1,049 USGS and WSC 
in situ width measurements 
of rivers at mean annual 
discharge 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We validated NARWidth using over 1000 river width measurements at mean discharge taken in situ at stream gauges. We found that NARWidth accurately measures the width of river wider than 100 m so for the rest of this talk, I will limit the analysis of rivers wider than 100 m. 



Why is our estimate greater than Raymond et al.? 

Methodology 
 Surface Area = Length*Width 
Data from: 
1. DEMs 
2. Stream gauge data 
3. Horton ratios 
4. Climatic data 

Assumptions: 
- Global critical drainage area of 0.1 km2 

- ~0.75 m lower width threshold 
- In situ width and measurements are accurate 
- Q-A relationships 
- DHG simplifications 
- Horton ratios 
- Climate-%SA extrapolation to high latitudes Width = 2.56*Discharge0.43 

Q-A relationships 

DHG 

Raymond et al. DEM coverage: 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So what could cause this difference in estimation?Well, Raymond et al. use some pretty complicated methodology and make a number of big assumptions. They use a lower width threshold of 0.75 m, which is a smaller width than we use. They also use DHG-based width datasets which as we showed underestimate the abundance of wide rivers.They also use a climate-%surface area extrapolation to estimate surface area in regions with limited data.



Incorporating topographic data into GRWL 



At many station hydraulic geometry 
(AMSHG) 

Gleason & Smith Algorithm 

+ 
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